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ABSTRACT: Equipment Handling Process or Equipment handling is very important because all equipment must be handled 

properly. so that it can reach its destination safely and also to maintain the condition and quality of the equipment being handled. 

The method used in this research to analyze the calculation using load and unloading data. Purpose of this study was to determine 

the ideal value in the buoyancy after and before load process at the time of loading and unloading material at Port. The result analysis 

based on hydrostatic reviews and ship stability in terms of ship buoyancy capatibilty is stated to be suitable and stable according to 

IMO standards. Value of the ability of the barge to accept the load when the laden condition is fully loaded is +-6000 tons, thus to 

achieve a full load condition with a total load. 6000 tons) of 1.035 meters (still meets the minimum standard of 0.2 meters). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

In the production process, a material received from the 

manufacture or manufacturer will be moved from the storage 

area to the Installation site (Zahraee et al. 2022). The moving 

equipment and materials must be handled properly and 

efficiently so that the transportation process can run well, 

both in terms of costs and costs, meeting the schedule or 

schedule targets as well as in terms of safety and quality 

aspects (Nguyen et al. 2021; Nylen and Sheehan 2021; S. 

Wang, Qi, and Laporte 2022). Equipment Handling Process 

or Equipment handling is very important because all 

equipment must be handled properly. so that it can reach its 

destination safely and also to maintain the condition and 

quality of the equipment being handled (Kim et al. 2017). As 

a process, Handling or Handling that combines various 

manual, semi-automatic or automatic equipment with 

systems that can support the transportation and installation 

process of equipment.So the need for research for the 

implementation of loading and unloading of materials at this 

port.  

The purpose of this study was to determine the ideal 

value in the buoyancy after and before load process at the time 

of loading and unloading material at Port. The limitations of 

the problem in this study are the determination of the 

transportation distance is fixed, ignoring the tidal height of 

the sea water in the port area at that time, fixed material loads, 

the position of the ship docked at the port site. 

 

 

 

2.0 REVIEW OF PAST WORK.  

Previous studies on the load of pipe material on storage racks 

showed an increase in loading without compensating for the 

reinforcement of the steel frame, it caused deformation in 

several places of the structural construction (Nylen and 

Sheehan 2021; Widiyanto et al. 2022).  This can save costs 

for the loading and unloading process by 132 dollars, based 

on research samples on simulators software (d’Amore, 

Romano, and Bezzo 2021; He, Wan, and Meng 2022). The 

absence of detailed standards for each port of loading and 

unloading makes the need for a further study. Each loading 

and unloading port condition must have characteristics that 

can be adapted to the storage conditions(N. Wang and Yuen 

2022; Yu et al. 2022). However, another study said that if the 

best conditions were when the ambient temperature did not 

reach 40 o C, during the delivery process it received a 

pressure of 80 bar in its material handling operational 

conditions (Vishnuvardhan et al. 2021). The material 

handling process should pay attention to the position and 

condition of the deviation(Liu et al. 2022; Nubli, Sohn, and 

Prabowo 2022). Reinforcement in the form of steel profiles 

is carried out by welding to the most stressed part of the 

construction structure (Balaji Naik, Prabhu, and Allen 

Jeffrey 2022; Zhao et al. 2022). This is in line with research 

on loading pipes and materials on ships where economical 

and environmentally friendly calculations also need to be 

considered during the loading and unloading process (Robert 

et al. 2022). 
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3.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The flow of this research is classified into 2 main parts, 

namely at the stage of the process and the analysis of the 

research. Starting from the set up, then calculate the load and 

unload from the barge ship cargo. Data from the calculation 

collect into make some grapic. So that from each data 

obtained, mathematical simulations can be carried out to 

obtain ideal analysis results for the loading and unloading 

process of the shipyard stock material. The methodology flow 

of the research can be seen from Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Methodology Flow 

 

The schematic model of the calculation buoyancy for 

loading and unloading process can be seen in Figure 3. From 

the process of transporting goods from the ship to yard, a flow 

scheme is used according to the plan depicted in Figure 3. It 

can been seen the buoyancy draught can use to calculate ship 

stability, also the buoyancy point and gravitation longitudinal 

and transversal mode . 

 
Figure 3. Proses loading unloading at ship 

 

Mathematically in getting the stress that occurs during the 

loading and unloading process of material, there are several 

mathematical approaches that combine the level of capacity 

utilization with the contact process that occurs. 

𝑈𝑃𝑁 =  
𝑁1,2,..𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝛽 . 𝐴 . 𝑘1

 

 

Where 𝑁1,2,..𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the highest axial force in the 

compression member, 𝛽 is the buckling coefficient for the 

steel as calculated , A is the cross-sectional area, 𝑘1 is the 

allowable compressive stress in the steel . On the other hand, 

to get the stress value for the axial force, the following 

equation is used: 

𝑀𝐸𝐷 =
𝑁𝐸𝐷 . 𝑒0

1 −  
𝑁𝐸𝐷

𝑁𝐶𝑅
−  

𝑁𝐸𝐷

𝑆𝑣

 

 

Where 𝑁𝐸𝐷 is the design value of the axial force, 𝑒0 is the 

value if the initial imperfection, 𝑀𝐸𝐷 is the design value of 

the bending moment, h0 is the distance between the center of 

gravity of the bow string, 𝑆𝑣 is the cross-sectional area of the 

bar, 𝑁𝐸𝐷 is the second moment of the profile compound area. 

After the calculation values are obtained, they are grouped to 

be analyzed and compared. 

Based on the results of the calculation analysis, it is found that 

the stress value that occurs when the loading and unloading 

process. But before after calculate the cross curve of ship, that 

can know the maximum of righting arm moment of ship when 

the loading maximum. On the figure 4 , that show the 

maximum load of displacement of ship in the righting arm of 

many degree.  

 

 
Figure 4. Cross Curve of ship 

 

In Figure 4, shows the value of the ability of the barge to 

accept the load when the laden condition is fully loaded is +-

6000 tons, thus to achieve a full load condition with a total 

load of TP being carried is +-4000 tons still fulfilling the 

ship's ability to carry cargo. Based on these conditions, in full 

load (up to full draft) the distance from the Bouyancy point 

(upward pressure) in the transverse position shows the figure 

of 1.7 meters. 
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Figure 5. Moment of ship loading condition 

 

There is a trend of increasing stress that occurs this is because 

the middle position towards the back of deck is a position that 

is quite risky in accepting the moment of movement of the 

pipe load deflection, figure 5 . The average increase when the 

load is not shifted is 56% of the initial value. 

 

 
Figure 6. Moment of ship unloading condition 

 

Figure 6, show the initial condition of unloading the ship , 

that show the compatibility of ship buoyancy is same like load 

condition. 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

If look at the stability criteria according to IMO 

(International Maritime Organization) standards, they are: 

GZ value (KN sin Ø ) at 30 deg. Shows the value of the 

displacement condition of the ship's draft full load ( 6000 

tons) of 1.035 meters (still meets the minimum standard of 

0.2 meters). Likewise for all GZ values (KN sin Ø ) at each 

rollout angle, this shows a value that is > 0.2 meters. 

  Analysis based on hydrostatic reviews and ship stability in 

terms of ship buoyancy capatibilty  is stated to be suitable and 

stable according to IMO standards, in calm and full ship 

conditions can carry + - 5000 tons of displacement for its 

cargo, so that if you look at the cargo carried it is sufficient to 

maintain the stability of the ship. 
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